NAME: 10 GEOGRAPHY
RESEARCH PROJECT - Comparison of one other aspect of your ideal location.
Choose one other aspect of your ideal location and create a presentation that compares
this with Port Lincoln or Australia. The following shows the original aspects you
considered in your initial selection: The highlighted categories are ones we have already
covered in previous assignments and therefore are not to be used.
weather - arid, tropical, mediterranean, polar ( 2 seasons /4 seasons) entertainment,
cinema/ festivals/art/concerts
access to tech/internet/modern conveniences
living style eg camping/apartment/big house/farm education/work places
how important are shops/shopping
sporting facilities
food
physical environment - hills/rivers/ocean
type of people
population size
transport - walking/public/own car/bike
anything else I've missed ? e.g. access to hospital/ political ideology/religion /drug laws/
treatment of females
You will need to include the following
min 2 appropriate images to support your research
min 2 graphs that you have created that reflect a comparison with Pt Lincoln or
Australia
min 300 word discussion that reflects the information you have found out, the
positives and negatives of what you have discovered and how well it suits the lifestyle
you want to live in that location. You will also discuss how it is similar and different to
where you currently live. In this discussion you will need to refer to the graphs and
images you have included.
You must reference all sources.(including statistics etc you use for the graphs)

ASSESSMENT
1.Develop geographically significant questions and plan an inquiry that identifies and
applies appropriate geographical methodologies and concepts (ACHGS072)
Are you able to decide what you want to compare and how you are going to compare
it.
EX________________________________________________UN
2.Collect, select, record and organise relevant data and geographical information, using
ethical protocols, from a range of appropriate primary and secondary sources
(ACHGS073)
Are you able to find information that is relevant to your topic
EX________________________________________________UN
3.Apply geographical concepts to synthesise information from various sources and draw
conclusions based on the analysis of data and information, taking into account
alternative points of view (ACHGS077)
Are you able to use this information to draw a comparison between the two places
EX________________________________________________UN
4.Present findings, arguments and explanations in a range of appropriate
communication forms selected for their effectiveness and to suit audience and purpose,
using relevant geographical terminology and digital technologies as appropriate
(ACHGS079)
Are you able to present a clear and easy to read comparison between the two regions.
EX________________________________________________UN

